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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHOD

In this chapter the writer presents the methodology that used to analyze the

data. At first the writer explains the approach of the study. Then the writer describes

the data and chooses the data for the research. Finally, the writer presents the

collection and data analysis.

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN

In this research the writer u$es the descriptive and qualitative research, in

which neither experimental nor casuai\comparative. The writer uses descriptive

research method in order to describe of locutWiary, illocutionary, and perlocutionaiy

in text of Bung Tomo’s speech. The writer chooses the descriptive research focusing

on describing the types of illocutionary acts with regarasto the situation studied.

3.2 SOURCE OF DATA

The source of data in this study is taken from script is taken from the internet.

The data is broken into small statements. Thos/ statements are which have of

locutionary acts, illocutionary acts, and perlocutionaiy acts.

3.3 DATA COLLECTION TECHNIQUE I

The script of this movie is taken from the internet. Then the writer sees the

movie to rectify the script. After that the writer reads the script to know what

converstion they are. Next, the writer chooses some conversation for obtaining

fragment. The writer writes down the conversations that are the kinds of

illocutionary
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acts then give the short explanation under the conversation. The result of the data collection

will be presented in chapter 4 as the presentation of the data.

3. 4 DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE

Before doing further analyzing, the first of the speech thoroughly. And then finding

which statement that contains illocutionary and perlocutionary acts. Afterwards, the study

will analyzed to get what the proper statement supposed to be for each statement of the

speech in order can be covered in term illocutionary and perlocutionary act. The final step is

finding out what the basis explanations that causes some statement of Obama’s speech

contain the speech act. Ali of steps are done based on theory of speech acts and speech event

respectively.

There are techniques in analyzing the problems of the study, they are as follows:

1. Presenting the data which is applied in the study statement of Bung Tomo’s

speech

2. Afterward, the statement will be analyzed one by one to classify what the statement is

concluded illocutionary act or perlocutionary act.


